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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate the challenge of distortion map feature selection and spatiotemporal pooling in
perceptual video quality assessment (PVQA). We analyze three
distortion maps representing different visual features spatially
and temporally: squared error, local pixel-level SSIM, and
absolute difference of optical flow magnitudes. We examine the
performance of each of these maps with different spatial and
temporal pooling strategies across three databases. We identify
the most effective statistical pooling strategies spatially and temporally with respect to PVQA. We also show the most significant
spatial and temporal features correlated with perception for
every distortion/feature map. Our results show that varying
the pooling strategy and distortion maps yields a significant
improvement in perceptual quality estimation. We also deduce
insights from our results to better understand the sensitivity
of human vision to distortions. We aim for these findings to
provide perceptual cues and guidelines to researchers during
metric design, perceptual feature selection, HVS modeling and
pooling selection/optimization. We further show that the same
distortions across databases can yield different results in terms
of PVQA evaluation and verification.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Perceptual video quality assessment (PVQA) has been a
challenge in video applications over the past decade. The
continuous growth of video traffic in general, and mobile video
traffic in particular, provoked video experts’ concern with
video quality assessment, especially in online streaming. Since
the introduction of peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) as the
first metric to examine video fidelity, various metrics have been
proposed to estimate the perceptual quality of video sequences.
The primary goal of most proposed schemes, from both application and theoretical standpoints, is the accurate depiction
of the human visual system (HVS) criteria of perception.
In subjective experiments and quality evaluation campaigns,
subjects are asked to evaluate the content and assign it a single
score reflecting the overall perceptual quality of the video.
Statistical methods are then used to pool the scores from all the
users, regulate the data and exclude outliers. Finally, a single
score is assigned to the video sequences reflecting the average
perceptual quality from all users, the differential mean opinion
score (DMOS). The DMOS is then used as a ground-truth to

measure the accuracy of PVQA schemes and metrics [1–4].
The problem with this approach is that it abstracts a huge
four-dimensional correlated signal (video) into a single floating
number (DMOS score). Hence, interpreting the correlation between video features and the perceptual visual quality becomes
a tedious task with ambiguous operational blocks. Moreover,
the variation of visual features and distortion maps used in
the metrics, both spatially and temporally, makes this even a
bigger challenge.
In [5], the authors analyze the distribution of spatiotemporal
local quality scores from different algorithms on videos with
compression artifacts and channel-induced distortion. The obtained distribution is used in adaptive spatial and temporal
pooling. The authors in [6], propose a time-varying temporal
pooling strategy that depends on the analysis on subjective
results of video with time-varying quality. Seufert et al. [7]
examined the performance of several temporal pooling strategies proposed in the literature to compare their performance
in VQA for HTTP video streaming. Objective video quality
metrics such as PSNR and SSIM were used as input to the
model in addition to inputs such as bitrates. The work in [8]
utilizes global and local features for VQA. Global features are
obtained from spatiotemporal pooling of frame-based image
quality assessment (IQA). Local features are obtained from
visual attention modeling of quality variations over frames.
This model includes saliency, motion, and contrast information. Both global and local features are used to assess quality
of a video frame. The authors in [9] proposed a FR machinelearning approach for VQA. The study employs machine
learning as to determine the importance and weight of different
temporal and spatial parameters in the overall VQA. The study
includes a robustness validation of this approach by testing it
across databases and on untrained data.
Keimel et al. [10] proposed a two-phase approach to improve the prediction accuracy of video quality metrics: temporal pooling of single feature-based parameters followed by a
correction step based on video of known quality. The authors
used PSNR to demonstrate this concept by replacing the
mean luma PSNR with alternative PSNR-based parameters.

In [11], the authors propose an adaptive PVQA model based
on motion variability. After categorizing motion into classes,
each class is assigned a PVQA model. In [12], the authors
analyze the impact of severe impairments which affect the
overall quality perceived by users. Methods of video pooling
are tested in both spatial and temporal domain. Based on
that, a method is proposed taking into account the impact
of egomotion on perceived quality. The work in [13] tested
several IQA assessment metrics to evaluate their applications
to VQA for video streams with packet losses using spatial
and temporal pooling schemes. The subjective experimental
results show that more sensitive to the most annoying spatial
regions and temporal segments when assessing the video
quality of the lossy streams. In this work, we investigate
feature map selection, spatiotemporal pooling strategies for
various distortions and feature maps, and their application to
PVQA.
The contributions in this paper are threefold. Firstly, we
analyze three distortion maps spatially and temporally, and
identify the most effective statistical moments and pooling
strategies with respect to PVQA. Secondly, we utilize the first
finding to identify the most significant spatial and temporal
features correlated with perception. Thirdly, we show that the
same distortions across databases can yield different results
in terms of PVQA evaluation and verification. This implies
that the choice of test videos and database impacts the validity
and accuracy of proposed PVQA metrics. These fidgings were
achieved by examining three full-reference distortion maps:
squared error, local pixel-level SSIM, and absolute difference
of optical flow magnitudes. While the first map represents the
fidelity of pixels, the second represents the local structural
similarity features, and the third examines the fidelity of
local motion fields. We examine the performance of each
of these maps with different spatial and temporal pooling
strategies across three databases. For every distortion type in
the databases, we identify the best performing operation for
each map and the overall best.
The rest of this paper is organized as follow. We next discuss
spatiotemporal pooling in general explain and our approach
and experimental setup. In Section III, we show the results of
our experiments and discuss the finding and analysis of these
results. Finally, Section IV concludes the paper.

Fig. 1: Inter-frame spatiotemporal processing of temporally
correlated blocks.
strategies, at the spatial and the temporal levels, and its
correlation with the visual feature maps in video processing.
There are several ways to perform statistical pooling of
video features and data. We define the process of pooling
video features in both the spatial and temporal (time) domains
as spatiotemporal processing. There are two major approaches
to perform spatiotemporal pooling. First, there is intra-frame
spatial processing where spatial pooling is performed for every
frame independently first to obtain frame-level descriptors.
These descriptors are then used to perform temporal pooling.
This is the most common approach in video quality assessment
because of simplicity and computational efficiency. Secondly,
other approaches propose inter-frame spatial processing of
correlated blocks where we perform statistical pooling of
different combinations of temporally correlated spatial slices
(blocks) across frames. The cube, which is a composite of
the correlated spatial blocks, is then processed and pooled to
produce a single or multiple descriptors.
We focus on the first approach, namely, intra-frame spatial
processing. The goals are twofold. First, we show the efficacy
of different statistical moments (pooling) for different distortion maps. Secondly, we examine the performance of different
distortion maps over different distortion types and databases.
We look at the performance of three full-reference pixel-level
distortion maps: squared error, local SSIM values for each
pixel and absolute difference of optical flow.
Let the frame of interest be fk with a resolution of M × N .
The first distortion map examines the fidelity of pixels. Thus,
the first spatial distortion map is given by:
 rx
2
ref
DSE
(1)
k [m, n] = fk [m, n] − fk [m, n]
∀m ∈ [0, M − 1], n ∈ [0, N − 1],

II. S PATIOTEMPORAL V IDEO P OOLING FOR PVQA
A raw video is a large data structure considering the time
axes and three colour channels. In most applications, we
tend to simplify this structure by ignoring the color components (chrominance) and process the luminance channel only.
Nonetheless, this single-channel video remains a huge three
dimensional data structure that can be processed, segmented
and pooled following several strategies. Furthermore, most of
the work so far suggest compacting this large data structure
into a single floating number to assign a quality score. Hence,
there is a need for a concrete understanding of the statistical
properties of visual feature maps used in such algorithms. This
section will focus on the significance of statistical pooling

fkref

fkrx

where
and
are the luminance channels of the reference
and received frame, respectively. The second spatial distortion
map measures the local similarity structure at the pixel level.
It is given by [14]:
DSSIM
[m, n] =
k

(2)

(2µref [m, n]µrx [m, n] + c1 )(2σ(ref,rx) [m, n] + c2 )
2 [m, n] + σ 2 [m, n] + c ) ,
(µ2ref [m, n] + µ2rx [m, n] + c1 )(σref
2
rx
where µrx , µref , σrx , σref , and σ(ref,rx) are the local means,
standard deviations, and cross-covariance for images reference
frame, ref, and received one, rx. c1 and c2 are regularization

constants. The third feature map is based on the optical flow
and it captures the deviation within the motion field of the
received and distorted frame from the original one. Let Uk
and Vk denote the matrices of the horizontal and vertical
optical flow
pvelocities, respectively, of frame, fk . Furthermore,
let Rk = U2k + Vk2 denote the matrix of magnitudes of the
flow velocities [15]. The motion field distortion map is given
by:
rx
ref
DOF
k [m, n] =|Rk [m, n] − Rk [m, n]|

(3)

ref
where Rrx
k and Rk are the optical flow maps of the received
and reference frames, respectively. All the results in this
paper were obtained using the Horn-Schunck optical flow
method [15].
Fig. 2 shows visual examples from Chipmunks sequence
in the CSIQ Video-Quality database [3] that shows the three
distortion maps used in this study.
In the following sections, we show the data of eight spatial
pooling operations and nine temporal pooling operations for all
three distortion maps. In the spatial domain, we focus on the
following statistics: mean, standard deviation, mean
to standard deviation ratio, l1 -norm, l2 -norm,
maximum, kurtosis and skewness. In the temporal
domain operations, we add the median.

pooling over last 50% and 60% of the frames, respectively.
In the frame-freeze case, this was done to eliminate the
redundant frames due to buffering. In the temporal dynamics
case, this was done to maximize the correlation coefficients
as the DMOS values are more biased towards the quality of
last few seconds of the video. The entries highlighted with
bold text indicate the best performing distortion map among
all three features.
Studying these tables, we make several key observations.
•

•

•

•

III. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
A. Databases and Test Videos
Table I shows a summary of the three databases used in
this paper and their video contents. Furthermore, Fig. 3 shows
the temporal information (TI) and spatial information (SI)
indices for the three evaluated databases. These plots where
obtained using the P.910 subjective video quality assessment
recommendation of the TU Telecommunication Standardization Sector [1].
B. Results and Analysis
Tables I, III and V in [16] show the top three most
effective operations, with respect to the Spearman’s rank-order
correlation coefficient (SROCC), applied on the squared error
distortion map, the structure similarity map, and the optical
flow map, respectively. Furthermore, Tables I—, IV and VI
in [16] show the top three most effective operations, with
respect to the Pearson’s linear-order correlation coefficients
(PLOCC). The results are shown separately for every class of
distortion in three databases [2–4]. We report a summary of
the results and findings in terms of both, SROCC and PLOCC
(Tables II-III). Additionally, Tables I-VI show the number of
videos used to obtain the correlation scores. In all the cases,
we used the maximum number of videos provided in every
database. Every cell reports the following: (i) the used spatial
pooling strategy, (ii) the used temporal pooling strategy, (iii)
the SROCC value, and (iv) the average number of frames per
sequence.
In temporal pooling, we used all the frames in the video with
two exceptions. In the cases of frame-freezes (live feed) and
temporal dynamics in the Mobile LIVE[2], we performed the

•

•

For all compression artifacts, the DSSIM
map works best
k
for four out of nine total test sets. The optical flow, DOF
k
, ranks second with three sets.
For H.264 compression in particular, DSSIM
superseded
k
the other two and performed best when all the sequences
from all databases were pooled in one set.
For the case of channel-induced distortions, DOF
k perOF
formed best followed by DSE
k . The Dk map yielded
the best correlation with DMOS values when all the
sequences were pooled together.
The tables show a total of 18 test sets: six from LIVE, six
from CSIQ, four from IVP, and two cross-database sets.
In general, the optical flow map, DOF
k , performed best in
seven test sets. The SSIM map, DSSIM
, came in second
k
performing best in six sets. Finally, DSE
k performed best
in five test sets.
In the cross-database tests, DOF
k performed best for H.264
channel-induced distortions, and SSIM performed best
with H.264 compression.
By looking at the correlation coefficients values across
Tables I, III and V in [16], the squared error is considered
the weakest if we exclude MJPEG compression. While
it performed best for 5 video sets including MJPEG
compression, the correlation coefficients of the other
four sets using the other two feature maps are very
competitive. This is an indication that human perception
is mostly sensitive to motion and spatial structures in
videos. Hence, any artifact or distortion affecting motion
fields and spatial structures are of expected to reduce
video perceptual quality.

Furthermore, looking at the results of similar distortions
across databases, we noticed a variation in terms of efficacy of
feature maps and pooling strategies. We discuss here the case
of H.264 compression artifacts with respect to DSE
k operations
in Table I [16]. Spatial domain operations are consistent across
all three databases and the cross-database validation. The max
and kurtosis are clearly the three most effective spatial
pooling operations in this case. However, the temporal pooling
operations do not follow the same behaviour. The LIVE
database produced the max and mean, the CSIQ database
produced skewness and kurtosis, and finally the IVP
database produced mean and l2 -norm. The cross-database
results show that l2 -norm and mean are the most effective
operations when all the sequences from three databases are
pooled together.
Additionally, let us look at the case of H.264 streams

(a) Anchor frame 37

(b) Distorted frame 37

(c) Optical flow of anchor frame

(d) Optical flow of distorted frame

(e) Squared residual map: DSE
k

(f) SSIM distortion map: DSSIM
k

(g) Optical flow map residual, DOF
k

Fig. 2: Example from video Chipmunks in the CSIQ Video-Quality database [3] that shows the three distortion maps used
in this study. The SSIM value of the distorted frame to the anchor is 0.97 and the PSNR value is 31.55 dB.

TABLE I: Summary of the VQA databases used in this study and their video contents.
No. of
Sequences
10
12
10

Database
Mobile LIVE [2]
CSIQ [3]
IVP [4]
0.4

Total no. of
Distorted Videos
197
216
128

Resolution

Duration (s)

1280 × 720
832 × 480
1920 × 1088

10
10
10
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Fig. 3: Spatial information (SI) versus temporal information (TI) of the tested sequences from the the three used VQA databases.
subject to channel-induced distortions with respect to DSE
k
operations in Table I [16]. In spatial domain operations, the
LIVE database produced the max and kurtosis, the CSIQ
database produced mean to standard deviation
ratio, and finally the IVP database produced mean to
standard deviation ratio and max. The crossdatabase results show that max and kurtosis are the
most effective operation when all the sequences from three
databases are pooled together. Furthermore, in the temporal
domain, the variability of operations is higher. The LIVE
database produced the standard deviation and max,
the CSIQ database produced standard deviation,
skewness and kurtosis, and finally the IVP database
produced mean and l2 -norm. The cross-database results
show that mean and median are the most effective
operation when all the sequences from three databases
are pooled together. In this case, the three databases are
statistically uncorrelated when the sequences are processed
separately.
This shows that the development process and subjective
scores processing and regularization methods are different
among the databases. This irregularity leads to ambiguous
and misleading results when an approach is validated using
the data of one database or another. This shows a need for a
validation and a verification framework for perceptual quality
assessment databases. The existence of such framework would
guarantee a consistency in PVQA databases and lead the
community to better understanding of human perception.
Table II summarizes the number of occurrences of operations in Tables I, III and V in [16]. Each entry in this table,

represents the number of occurrences of the pooling operation
in the respective domain in Tables I, III and V in [16].
Furthermore, Table III summarizes the number of occurrences
of these pooling operations in terms of PLOCC. We note here
the following key observations from Tables II-III.
• In the spatial domain, there is an overwhelming domOF
inance of the maximum for the DSE
k and Dk . The
maximum was frequent in almost 46% of the operations
in both maps. This shows that the human perception
is mostly distracted by the maximum distortion in the
spatial domain in terms of fidelity and motion distortion.
• Furthermore, the standard deviation seems to
dominate the spatial operations based on DSSIM
. This
k
indicates that human perception is sensitive to the variability of structural distortion in the frames. However,
. The
the temporal pooling is highly variant for DSSIM
k
most effective temporal pooling operations in this case
are median, mean and l2 -norm.
• In the temporal domain, the mean and median were
dominant, which indicates that human perception is
mostly affected by the average temporal variations in
distortion.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we analyze three distortion maps spatially and
temporally, and identify the most effective statistical moments
and pooling strategies with respect to PVQA. The three
distortion maps examine three visual feature: pixel fidelity,
local structural similarity and motion fields. We show the
most significant spatial and temporal features correlated with

TABLE II: Number of occurrences of video pooling operations
among the best three scenarios of SROCC for each distortion
map. The red cells indicate that the operation’s frequency is
35% or higher, and the blue ones indicate 20%-35% frequency.
These numbers are based on the statistics in Tables I, III and
V in [16].
Operation
Total Count
mean
std
mean/std
kurtosis
skewness
max
l1 -norm
l2 -norm
median

SE
54
1
4
9
12
2
24
1
1

SSIM
54
4
20
15
3
4
4
3
1

Spatial
OF
54
2
4
2
15
0
28
1
2

All Maps
162
7
28
26
30
6
56
5
4

SE
54
14
6
3
2
3
8
5
5
8

Temporal
SSIM
OF
All Maps
54
54
162
7
12
33
5
6
17
3
2
8
2
5
9
2
3
8
9
6
23
4
1
10
8
8
21
14
11
33

TABLE III: Number of occurrences of video pooling operations among the best three scenarios of PLOCC for each
distortion map. The red cells indicate that the operation’s
frequency is 35% or higher, and the blue ones indicate 20%35% frequency. These numbers are based on the statistics in
Tables II, IV and VI in [16].
Operation
Total Count
mean
std
mean/std
kurtosis
skewness
max
l1 -norm
l2 -norm
median

SE
54
3
4
3
14
1
25
2
2

SSIM
54
0
28
15
3
1
6
1
0

Spatial
OF
54
2
4
3
15
1
25
3
1

All Maps
162
5
36
21
32
3
56
6
3

SE
54
16
7
6
2
3
7
6
3
4

Temporal
SSIM
OF
All Maps
54
54
162
8
8
32
3
6
16
4
1
11
1
7
10
2
3
8
7
6
20
8
7
21
11
8
22
10
8
22

perception for every distortion map. For every distortion type
in the databases, we identify the best performing operation
for each map and the overall best. We use this data to draw
insights about the human perception and it’s sensitivity to distortion. We also demonstrate that the same distortions across
databases yield different results in terms of PVQA evaluation
and verification. This warrants the need for a verification and
validation framework for PVQA databases.
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A PPENDIX
Best Performing Pooling Strategies for the Tested Distortion Maps
TABLE I
T HE BEST POOLING STRATEGIES FOR FULL REFERENCE SQUARED ERROR DISTORTION MAPS ( SPATIAL POOLING , TEMPORAL POOLING ,
SROCC, AVERAGE FRAMES PER SEQUENCE ).
Database

LIVE

CSIQ

IVP

All

Distortion Type
Compression (H.264)
Channel induced (H.264)
Frame-freezes (stored content)
Frame-freezes (live feed)*
Rate Adaptation
Temporal Dynamics*
Compression (H.264)
Compression (HEVC)
Compression (MJPEG)
Compression, wavelet based (SNOW)
Channel induced (H.264)
Additive white noise (AWGN)
Compression (H.264)
Compression (MPEG2)
Compression (Dirac)
Channel induced (H.264)
Channel induced (H.264)
Compression (H.264)

Total Videos
40
40
30
10
27
50
36
36
36
36
36
36
40
30
30
28
104
116

Best
(max,max,0.926,407)
(max,std,0.896,407)
(max,max,0.909,449)
(mean/std,mean/std,0.612,271)
(max,std,0.888,407)
(std,norm2,0.828,211)
(max,skewness,0.910,380)
(max,mean/std,0.842,380)
(max,max,0.829,381)
(max,median,0.916,380)
(mean/std,skewness,0.928,380)
(mean,mean,0.903,380)
(max,mean,0.866,228)
(mean/std,norm1,0.710,229)
(max,norm1,0.764,229)
(mean/std,mean,0.672,219)
(max,mean,0.721,347)
(max,norm2,0.833,337)

2nd
(kurtosis,max,0.926,407)
(kurtosis,std,0.896,407)
(kurtosis,max,0.909,449)
(skewness,median,0.600,271)
(kurtosis,std,0.888,407)
(std,mean,0.821,211)
(kurtosis,skewness,0.910,380)
(kurtosis,mean/std,0.842,380)
(kurtosis,max,0.829,381)
(kurtosis,median,0.916,380)
(mean/std,kurtosis,0.925,380)
(norm1,mean,0.903,380)
(kurtosis,mean,0.866,228)
(mean/std,median,0.708,229)
(kurtosis,norm1,0.764,229)
(mean/std,norm1,0.665,219)
(kurtosis,mean,0.721,347)
(kurtosis,norm2,0.833,337)

3rd
(max,mean,0.920,407)
(max,max,0.882,407)
(max,std,0.889,449)
(skewness,mean,0.576,271)
(max,max,0.868,407)
(std,norm1,0.821,211)
(max,kurtosis,0.884,380)
(std,median,0.833,380)
(max,median,0.825,381)
(max,mean,0.915,380)
(mean/std,std,0.904,380)
(norm2,median,0.901,380)
(max,norm2,0.866,228)
(mean/std,norm2,0.700,229)
(max,mean,0.762,229)
(max,mean,0.659,219)
(max,median,0.704,347)
(max,mean,0.832,337)

TABLE II
T HE BEST POOLING STRATEGIES FOR FULL REFERENCE SQUARED ERROR DISTORTION MAPS ( SPATIAL POOLING , TEMPORAL POOLING ,
PLOCC, AVERAGE FRAMES PER SEQUENCE ).
Database

LIVE

CSIQ

IVP

All

Distortion Type
Compression (H.264)
Channel induced (H.264)
Frame-freezes (stored content)
Frame-freezes (live feed)*
Rate Adaptation
Temporal Dynamics*
Compression (H.264)
Compression (HEVC)
Compression (MJPEG)
Compression, wavelet based (SNOW)
Channel induced (H.264)
Additive white noise (AWGN)
Compression (H.264)
Compression (MPEG2)
Compression (Dirac)
Channel induced (H.264)
Channel induced (H.264)
Compression (H.264)

Total Videos
40
40
30
10
27
50
36
36
36
36
36
36
40
30
30
28
104
116

Best
(max,max,0.884,407)
(max,std,0.869,407)
(max,max,0.871,449)
(skewness,kurtosis,0.620,271)
(std,mean/std,0.884,449)
(max,mean,0.821,211)
(max,skewness,0.863,380)
(max,mean/std,0.795,380)
(max,median,0.805,381)
(max,std,0.871,380)
(mean/std,std,0.894,380)
(norm1,mean,0.843,380)
(max,norm1,0.796,228)
(max,mean,0.728,229)
(max,norm1,0.743,229)
(max,mean,0.670,219)
(max,mean,0.699,347,104)
(std,mean,0.749,337)

2nd
(kurtosis,max,0.884,407)
(kurtosis,std,0.869,407)
(kurtosis,max,0.871,449)
(norm1,std,0.590,271)
(norm2,mean/std,0.881,449)
(kurtosis,mean,0.821,211)
(kurtosis,skewness,0.863,380)
(kurtosis,mean/std,0.795,380)
(kurtosis,median,0.805,381)
(kurtosis,std,0.871,380)
(mean/std,skewness,0.894,380)
(mean,mean,0.843,380)
(kurtosis,norm1,0.796,228)
(kurtosis,mean,0.728,229)
(kurtosis,norm1,0.743,229)
(kurtosis,mean,0.670,219)
(kurtosis,mean,0.699,347,104)
(max,norm2,0.742,337)
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3rd
(max,mean,0.838,407)
(max,max,0.845,407)
(mean,kurtosis,0.862,449)
(mean,std,0.590,271)
(max,mean/std,0.877,407)
(max,norm1,0.821,211)
(std,mean,0.804,380)
(std,median,0.767,380)
(max,max,0.804,381)
(max,max,0.870,380)
(max,mean/std,0.820,380)
(norm2,mean,0.837,380)
(max,norm2,0.793,228)
(max,norm1,0.726,229)
(max,mean,0.738,229)
(mean/std,mean,0.663,219)
(max,median,0.663,347,104)
(kurtosis,norm2,0.742,337)
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TABLE III
T HE BEST POOLING STRATEGIES FOR FULL REFERENCE SSIM DISTORTION MAPS ( SPATIAL POOLING , TEMPORAL POOLING , SROCC,
AVERAGE FRAMES PER SEQUENCE ).
Database

LIVE

CSIQ

IVP

All

Distortion Type
Compression (H.264)
Channel induced (H.264)
Frame-freezes (stored content)
Frame-freezes (live feed)*
Rate Adaptation
Temporal Dynamics*
Compression (H.264)
Compression (HEVC)
Compression (MJPEG)
Compression, wavelet based (SNOW)
Channel induced (H.264)
Additive white noise (AWGN)
Compression (H.264)
Compression (MPEG2)
Compression (Dirac)
Channel induced (H.264)
Channel induced (H.264)
Compression (H.264)

Total Videos
40
40
30
10
27
50
36
36
36
36
36
36
40
30
30
28
104
116

Best
(std,max,0.836,407)
(std,std,0.854,407)
(mean/std,mean/std,0.907,449)
(mean/std,kurtosis,0.552,271)
(std,std,0.812,407)
(std,mean,0.840,211)
(mean,median,0.939,380)
(mean/std,norm2,0.937,380)
(skewness,skewness,0.200,381)
(mean/std,norm2,0.924,380)
(mean/std,kurtosis,0.913,380)
(max,max,0.906,380)
(std,median,0.852,228)
(mean/std,max,0.843,229)
(mean/std,mean,0.761,229)
(mean/std,median,0.660,219)
(std,median,0.665,347)
(std,mean,0.862,337)

2nd
(std,std,0.835,407)
(std,mean,0.849,407)
(max,max,0.906,449)
(skewness,norm2,0.442,271)
(std,max,0.795,407)
(std,norm1,0.840,211)
(norm1,median,0.939,380)
(mean/std,max,0.922,380)
(max,mean/std,0.190,381)
(mean/std,max,0.922,380)
(skewness,std,0.912,380)
(kurtosis,max,0.906,380)
(std,norm1,0.845,228)
(mean/std,std,0.812,229)
(mean,median,0.759,229)
(mean,median,0.622,219)
(mean/std,median,0.624,347)
(std,norm2,0.857,337)

3rd
(std,norm2,0.828,407)
(std,norm1,0.849,407)
(kurtosis,max,0.906,449)
(skewness,mean,0.430,271)
(std,norm2,0.794,407)
(std,norm2,0.837,211)
(norm2,median,0.939,380)
(mean,median,0.916,380)
(kurtosis,mean/std,0.190,381)
(mean/std,mean,0.917,380)
(mean/std,skewness,0.912,380)
(max,median,0.903,380)
(std,mean,0.839,228)
(mean/std,norm2,0.800,229)
(norm1,median,0.759,229)
(norm1,median,0.622,219)
(std,norm1,0.614,347)
(std,median,0.850,337)

TABLE IV
T HE BEST POOLING STRATEGIES FOR FULL REFERENCE SSIM DISTORTION MAPS ( SPATIAL POOLING , TEMPORAL POOLING , PLOCC,
AVERAGE FRAMES PER SEQUENCE ).
Database

LIVE

CSIQ

IVP

All

Distortion Type
Compression (H.264)
Channel induced (H.264)
Frame-freezes (stored content)
Frame-freezes (live feed)*
Rate Adaptation
Temporal Dynamics*
Compression (H.264)
Compression (HEVC)
Compression (MJPEG)
Compression, wavelet based (SNOW)
Channel induced (H.264)
Additive white noise (AWGN)
Compression (H.264)
Compression (MPEG2)
Compression (Dirac)
Channel induced (H.264)
Channel induced (H.264)
Compression (H.264)

Total Videos
40
40
30
10
27
50
36
36
36
36
36
36
40
30
30
28
104
116

Best
(std,max,0.831,407)
(std,norm2,0.813,407)
(std,kurtosis,0.898,449)
(max,skewness,0.492,271)
(mean/std,mean/std,0.816,449)
(std,norm2,0.840,211)
(mean/std,norm1,0.806,380)
(mean/std,max,0.922,380)
(max,median,0.231,381)
(mean/std,max,0.893,380)
(skewness,std,0.874,380)
(max,median,0.813,380)
(std,norm1,0.829,228)
(std,norm2,0.787,229)
(mean/std,mean,0.798,229)
(mean/std,median,0.646,219)
(mean/std,median,0.425,347)
(std,mean,0.729,337)

2nd
(std,norm2,0.807,407)
(std,mean,0.813,407)
(mean/std,mean/std,0.865,449)
(kurtosis,skewness,0.492,271)
(std,max,0.776,407)
(std,norm1,0.838,211)
(std,norm2,0.766,380)
(mean/std,norm2,0.895,380)
(kurtosis,median,0.231,381)
(std,median,0.889,380)
(mean/std,mean,0.865,380)
(kurtosis,median,0.813,380)
(std,mean,0.819,228)
(std,norm1,0.783,229)
(mean/std,median,0.793,229)
(std,norm2,0.439,219)
(std,norm1,0.397,347)
(std,norm2,0.723,337)
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3rd
(std,mean,0.807,407)
(std,norm1,0.813,407)
(norm1,median,0.855,449)
(max,mean/std,0.491,271)
(std,std,0.774,407)
(std,mean,0.838,211)
(mean/std,median,0.760,380)
(mean/std,std,0.885,380)
(max,max,0.190,381)
(std,max,0.888,380)
(mean/std,mean/std,0.861,380)
(max,max,0.774,380)
(std,norm2,0.814,228)
(std,mean,0.775,229)
(mean/std,norm2,0.790,229)
(std,norm1,0.430,219)
(std,norm2,0.392,347)
(std,norm1,0.711,337)
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TABLE V
T HE BEST POOLING STRATEGIES FOR FULL REFERENCE OPTICAL FLOW DIFFRENCE DISTORTION MAPS ( SPATIAL POOLING , TEMPORAL
POOLING , SROCC, AVERAGE FRAMES PER SEQUENCE ).
Database

LIVE

CSIQ

IVP

All

Distortion Type
Compression (H.264)
Channel induced (H.264)
Frame-freezes (stored content)
Frame-freezes (live feed)*
Rate Adaptation
Temporal Dynamics*
Compression (H.264)
Compression (HEVC)
Compression (MJPEG)
Compression, wavelet based (SNOW)
Channel induced (H.264)
Additive white noise (AWGN)
Compression (H.264)
Compression (MPEG2)
Compression (Dirac)
Channel induced (H.264)
Channel induced (H.264)
Compression (H.264)

Total Videos
40
40
30
10
27
50
36
36
36
36
36
36
40
30
30
28
104
116

Best
(max,max,0.933,449)
(max,norm2,0.863,449)
(max,max,0.882,449)
(norm2,kurtosis,0.842,271)
(max,kurtosis,0.890,449)
(max,norm2,0.771,211)
(max,median,0.902,381)
(max,std,0.865,381)
(max,skewness,0.579,381)
(max,std,0.832,381)
(mean/std,std,0.894,381)
(mean,median,0.694,381)
(max,mean,0.847,253)
(max,median,0.879,253)
(max,median,0.894,253)
(max,median,0.818,254)
(max,mean,0.773,373)
(max,norm2,0.797,360)

2nd
(kurtosis,max,0.933,449)
(kurtosis,norm2,0.863,449)
(kurtosis,max,0.882,449)
(std,kurtosis,0.782,271)
(kurtosis,kurtosis,0.890,449)
(kurtosis,norm2,0.771,211)
(kurtosis,median,0.902,381)
(kurtosis,std,0.865,381)
(kurtosis,skewness,0.579,381)
(kurtosis,std,0.832,381)
(mean/std,mean/std,0.883,381)
(norm1,median,0.694,381)
(kurtosis,mean,0.847,253)
(kurtosis,median,0.879,253)
(kurtosis,median,0.894,253)
(kurtosis,median,0.818,254)
(kurtosis,mean,0.773,373)
(kurtosis,norm2,0.797,360)

3rd
(max,norm2,0.922,449)
(max,mean,0.862,449)
(max,kurtosis,0.882,449)
(norm2,skewness,0.745,271)
(max,std,0.869,449)
(max,mean,0.768,211)
(max,mean,0.886,381)
(max,max,0.855,381)
(std,mean,0.477,381)
(max,max,0.757,381)
(max,mean/std,0.869,381)
(mean,mean,0.676,381)
(max,norm1,0.846,253)
(max,mean,0.869,253)
(max,mean,0.887,253)
(std,norm2,0.799,254)
(max,median,0.768,373)
(std,mean,0.794,360)

TABLE VI
T HE BEST POOLING STRATEGIES FOR FULL REFERENCE OPTICAL FLOW DIFFERENCE DISTORTION MAPS ( SPATIAL POOLING , TEMPORAL
POOLING , PLOCC, AVERAGE FRAMES PER SEQUENCE ).
Database

LIVE

CSIQ

IVP

All

Distortion Type
Compression (H.264)
Channel induced (H.264)
Frame-freezes (stored content)
Frame-freezes (live feed)*
Rate Adaptation
Temporal Dynamics*
Compression (H.264)
Compression (HEVC)
Compression (MJPEG)
Compression, wavelet based (SNOW)
Channel induced (H.264)
Additive white noise (AWGN)
Compression (H.264)
Compression (MPEG2)
Compression (Dirac)
Channel induced (H.264)
Channel induced (H.264)
Compression (H.264)

Total Videos
40
40
30
10
27
50
36
36
36
36
36
36
40
30
30
28
104
116

Best
(max,max,0.884,449)
(max,norm2,0.840,449)
(max,kurtosis,0.882,449)
(mean,max,0.470,271)
(max,kurtosis,0.862,449)
(max,mean,0.790,211)
(max,median,0.859,381)
(max,std,0.836,381)
(max,skewness,0.562,381)
(max,std,0.833,381)
(mean/std,std,0.873,381)
(norm1,median,0.720,381)
(max,norm1,0.855,253)
(max,median,0.865,253)
(max,norm1,0.866,253)
(mean/std,skewness,0.783,254)
(max,norm2,0.670,373)
(max,norm2,0.787,360)

2nd
(kurtosis,max,0.884,449)
(kurtosis,norm2,0.840,449)
(kurtosis,kurtosis,0.882,449)
(norm1,max,0.470,271)
(kurtosis,kurtosis,0.862,449)
(kurtosis,mean,0.790,211)
(kurtosis,median,0.859,381)
(kurtosis,std,0.836,381)
(kurtosis,skewness,0.562,381)
(kurtosis,std,0.833,381)
(skewness,std,0.865,381)
(mean,median,0.720,381)
(kurtosis,norm1,0.855,253)
(kurtosis,median,0.865,253)
(kurtosis,norm1,0.866,253)
(max,norm1,0.737,254)
(kurtosis,norm2,0.670,373)
(kurtosis,norm2,0.787,360)
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3rd
(max,norm2,0.877,449)
(max,mean,0.839,449)
(std,kurtosis,0.869,449)
(std,kurtosis,0.463,271)
(norm2,kurtosis,0.828,449)
(max,norm1,0.790,211)
(max,mean,0.854,381)
(max,max,0.807,381)
(std,median,0.451,381)
(max,max,0.783,381)
(mean/std,mean/std,0.849,381)
(norm1,mean,0.694,381)
(max,norm2,0.843,253)
(max,mean,0.865,253)
(max,median,0.864,253)
(kurtosis,norm1,0.737,254)
(max,mean,0.665,373)
(std,mean,0.777,360)

